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Fire Safety & Security

HARD TIMES
Rex Taylor, Technical
Support Manager at Kidde
Fyrnetics, discusses how
electrical contractors can
benefit from the installation
of hard wired detection
systems in rented housing.
xpansion of local authority licensing and
other pressures are driving demand for
hard-wired systems with more smoke,
heat and carbon monoxide alarms in rented
housing – particularly Houses in Multiple
Occupation (HMOs).
Consequently we are witnessing a move
away from battery powered smoke, heat and
CO alarms in rented housing towards
professionally installed, hard-wired products
with back-up.
In Scotland, they are already a requirement
of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 in rented
housing. Similar measures are being debated by
the UK government and there are pressures for

E

CO
alarms to be
installed in all rented housing.

System design
But there are growing pressures for a
more comprehensive, risk assessment based
approach to the design of systems as well –
often leading to more alarms than just
minimum requirements.This is recognised by
the current Code of Practice for domestic fire
alarm systems, BS 5839-6: 2004. Although it
includes minimum recommendations for
different types of housing, these are typical
examples only and a higher standard with more

Hard wired alarms, with battery
back-up, are becoming more prevalent
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alarms is often
needed.
This is
particularly the case
for HMOs as the
system needs to extend
beyond the boundaries between occupancies,
covering the whole building.There must be
sufficient warning well before fire threatens any
communal escape route, as well as warning
occupants of the part where the fire starts.

Where to place alarms
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Smoke alarms

In Houses of Multiple Occupation (HMO) the
alarm system needs to cover the whole building

Student accommodation
Student housing is one example of the need for a dedicated, risk
assessment approach. Specialist student housing provider The London
Student Group has demonstrated this by installing comprehensive
systems of hard-wired smoke, heat and CO alarms, exceeding current
local authority requirements.The Group has been operating for 18 years
in north London and provides students with high specification
refurbished 5 and 6 bedroom shared HMO accommodation in
traditional Victorian houses.

Wireless alarms
Original battery powered alarms have now been replaced with Kidde
Fyrnetics Slick alarms using wireless interconnect. Every bedroom now
has its own smoke alarm, as well as circulation areas, and there are heat
alarms in communal living areas and kitchens. In addition, Kidde Fyrnetics
hard-wired CO alarms with digital displays are installed on each floor.
London Student Group’s CEO Rob Hunter said: “We wanted to be
the first multi-site ‘off street’ landlord in London to be accredited under
the AFS Unipol Code, an accreditation scheme operated by Unipol – the
main UK student housing charity – and Accommodation For Students –
the main UK student accommodation search engine – which we have
now achieved.
We also acted in advance of an anticipated additional licensing
scheme to be imposed by the local council under Section 56 of the
Housing Act 2004, as we are always keen to stay ahead of the game.
We needed a fast-fit system using wireless interconnect to minimise
disruption to the building fabric with wiring, that also allows us
flexibility to deal with any future changes. The alarms also had to fit our
ethos of providing robust, quality housing and anticipating higher
standards to come.”
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